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The gas emission from the goaf generates gas in the upper corner of the working face, and the return 
airflow exceeds safe limits. The identification of the reasonable level of the high-long borehole is the 
key factor to ensure the effectiveness of its extraction. on-site test at the 2308 working face of Licun 
Coal industry of Lu’an Chemical industry group, the development of coal overlying strata fracture was 
studied through derivation of theoretical and empirical formulae, physical similarity experiment, and 
uDEC numerical simulation: this was then combined with in-situ microseismic monitoring to obtain the 
distribution characteristics of mining overburden “falling zone” and “overbreak zone” under the actual 
working conditions, and accurately design the high-level long borehole end hole layer. The results show 
that the height of the falling zone is 17.5 m to 20.5 m, and the overbreak zone is 43.5 m to 49.5 m. When 
the hole position is between 25 m and 30 m in the middle and lower part of the overbreak zone, the flow 
and concentration of gas extracted by drilling are high, and the pure amount of gas extracted by a single 
hole is increased by 53% (on average). The investigation of pressure relief gas extraction shows that 
throughout the mining period, the average gas concentration in the return airway is maintained below 
0.36%, and the average gas concentration in the upper corner is kept within 0.48% (effective gas control). 
The research proves the rationality of the arrangement of the high-level long borehole horizon in the 
working face and provides a reference for the design of the borehole horizon in the future gas drainage 
and control in the goaf.
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1. introduction
gas exceedance in the goaf and upper corner is the main reason restricting the develop-

ment of coal mines [1,2]. To solve the problem of gas emission in the goaf during the mining 
of the working face, several mines in the Lu’an Mining Area, including Licun Coal Mine, have 
explored the high-level drilling gas control technique [3]. As a pressure relief gas extraction 
technology, high-level long drilling has been widely used because of its relatively low cost, 
flexible construction, and ability to solve the problem of gas exceedance in the upper corner and 
air return roadway [4,5]. The determination of the reasonable layer of the borehole is the key 
factor to ensure the effectiveness of the extraction [6-8]. When the borehole layer is arranged at 
a low level, highly affected by working face mining, and the borehole is easily damaged, it is not 
suitable for long-term stable gas extraction [9,10]. When the drilling horizon is high, cracks in 
the layout area are not developed, and the gas cannot migrate to the drilling horizon, resulting in 
significant extraction resistance and poor gas extraction effect [11-13]. Therefore, the optimisa-
tion and arranging of high-level long boreholes to achieve accurate gas extraction is one of the 
main problems facing engineers responsible for gas control.

Scholars have long investigated the fracture of overburden during coal mining and provided 
valuable theoretical and scientific bases for the development of overburden mining fractures. 
Qian et al. [14] and Xu et al. [15]. studied the mining of working faces based on physical simi-
larity experiment and numerical simulation experiment, systematically obtaining two processes 
of fracture development, and proposed the ‘o-ring’ theory of fracture development. Based on 
numerical modelling of the overburden, gao et al. [16] analysed and determined the failure of 
overlying rock and the trend in surface movement. Based on the study of stress distribution in 
a full mechanisation caving face, Xie et al. [17] conducted in-depth exploration through numerical 
simulation and laboratory-similar material simulation and proposed the macro-scale stress-shell 
theory. Based on fractal theory, Li et al. [18]. And Wang et al. [19] studied the development of 
mining-induced fractures. The results showed that the middle and high-angle transition zone of 
fracture development is the critical area of gas extraction, and the extraction effect in this area 
is the strongest. Song et al. [20] used fractal theory to quantify the evolution of overlying strata 
cracks during and after mining. Liu et al. [21] used a comprehensive research method to study the 
development height of the water-conducting overbreak zone of the roof in fully mechanised caving 
mining of shallow and extra-thick coal seams. Taking the Lu’an mining area as the experimental 
background, Zhang et al. [22] used a fruit fly algorithm and a similar simulation experiment to 
study the development height of the overbreak zone in a fully mechanised mining face.

it is evident from the literature that the evolution of mining overburden cracks has achieved 
crucial research results after long-term development. in the process of mine gas extraction, the 
basic parameters of high-level boreholes are mostly determined based on theoretical formulae 
and experience, and it remains rare to combine theoretical guidance with actual overburden fis-
sure development trends. in deep coal seam mining, the overburden strata are more complex, 
and this problem is more prominent, therefore, comprehensive laboratory simulation and in-situ 
testing to study the development of overburden fracture and determine the layout parameters of 
high-level boreholes are the preferred direction of development of high-level borehole pressure 
relief gas extraction, which can solution gas overrun in goaf and upper corner in a more efficient, 
rational manner. 

in the present work, the 2308 working face of the Licun Coal Mine of Lu’an Chemical in-
dustry group was used as a model. The distribution characteristics of ‘two zones’ (falling zone 
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and overbreak zone) of mining overburden under actual working conditions were obtained by 
combining theoretical formula derivation, numerical simulation, similar simulation experiments, 
and in-situ microseismic monitoring. The variations of mining stress, the development of three 
zones and the development of microseismic events were explored, and the final hole horizon of 
high-level fracture drilling was optimised to research the effect of pressure relief gas extraction.

2. Project profile

Taking the 2308 working face of Licun Coal Mine as the test site, the panel length of the 
working face is 778 m, the face width is 252 m, and the thickness of the coal seam is 4.2 to 5 m, 
with an average of 4.6 m. The coal seam roof was dominated by sandy mudstone, siltstone, and 
medium-grained sandstone, and the floor was dominated by fine-grained sandstone, followed 
by sandy mudstone. Details of the roof and floor of the coalof coal seam are provided in fig. 1.

Coal seam roof 
and floor 
situation

Roof and 
floor Rock type Thickness 

(m) Histogram Lithological characteristics

Main roof Medium grained 
sandstone 5.8

Dark-grey, medium-thick layered, with muscovite 
debris and coal debris, partially fine sandstone, filled 

with calcite veins, containing many plant fossils.

Immediate 
roof

Sandy mudstone, 
siltstone 14.9 Yellow, medium thick layer, loose mud, strong water 

absorption.

Direct floor Silt, sandy 
mudstone 3.7 Grey-black, medium thick layered, flat fracture, 

occasionally scattered pyrite.

Base rock fine-sandstone 7.4
Grey to dark-grey, medium-thick layer, mineral 

composition is mainly quartz, containing muscovite 
fragments and coal chips.

fig. 1. Coal seam roof and floor data

3. evolution of mining overburden overbreak zone

3.1. empirical formula estimation

Through mechanical analysis and testing of the overlying strata on the 2308 working face of 
Licun Coal Mine (TABLE 1), the coal seam roof of the working face can be classified as being 
of the medium-hard roof type.

TABLE 1

Measured rock mechanics parameters of the overlying rock roof

compressive 
strength / MPa

tensile strength 
/ MPa

Deformation 
modulus / GPa

elastic modulus 
/ GPa

Main roof test results 36.11 1.56 9.43 11.75
immediate roof test results 17.15 1.08 4.83 4.71
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According to the empirical formula of ‘Buildings, water bodies, railway and main roadway 
coal pillar setting and coal mining regulations’, the development height of ‘two zones’ of over-
burden rock was calculated [23,24]. As shown in TABLES 1 and 2, the maximum development 
height of hm in the falling zone is 15.42 to 20.43 m. The maximum development height of hf 
in the overbreak zone is 36.37 to 47.57 m.

TABLE 2

Mining overburden height empirical formula

representative rock (medium hard) formula (m)

falling zone (hm)
Siltstone, argillaceous limestone, sandy 

mudstone, shale

100 2.2
4.2 24m

MH
M


 
 

 

fissure zone (hf)
100 5.6

1.6 3.6f
MH

M


 
 

 

3.2. Physical similar simulation experiment

3.2.1. Model construction

To simulate the actual overburdened geological conditions of the 2308 working face, a physi-
cal model (measuring 3000 mm × 200 mm × 1200 mm) was built (fig. 2). for the construction 
of the physical model, mainly river sand, gypsum, calcium carbonate, and water (TABLE 3). 
The coal seam needs to be excavated every 20 minutes, and certain characteristics measured 
during each excavation. These include analysing the evolution and displacement of fractures, 
monitoring the settlement of each measuring point, and observing any separation fissures that 
occur after each periodic pressure.

in the boundary conditions, the bottom boundary of the model is fully constrained, and the 
two side boundaries and the front and rear boundaries of the model are one-way constrained 
boundaries. The thickness of the overlying rock layer over the simulated coal seam in the model 
is 116.3 m, and the remaining overlying rock layer is not laid down and loaded in the form of 

fig. 2. The 3-m physical similar simulation shelf
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a uniform load on the upper boundary of the model. After calculation, the mean distribution load 
loaded on the upper boundary of the model is 0.04 MPa.

1) geometric similarity constant: the proportion of similarity in the geometric scale, p
l

m

l
l

   , 

this experiment combined with laboratory conditions to choose the geometric similarity 
of 200.

 in the formula: αl is the geometric similarity constant, lp is the size of the coal seam in 
the mine, lm is the size of the test simulation.

2) Weight capacity similarity constant: the ratio of the density of the test prototype and the 

experimental model material, p

m






  , this experiment uses river sand as the skeleton 

and gypsum as the binder, the weight capacity similarity constant αγ takes the value of 1.5.
 in the formula: γp is the density of overburden rock material, γm is the density of rock 

material simulated by experiment.

3) Stress similarity constant: the similarity ratio of the overburden stress, p

m






  , the 

stress similarity ratio is the product of the geometric similarity ratio and the volumetric 
similarity ratio, so 300 is chosen.

 in the formula: σp is the stress of the prototype material, σm is the stress of the model 
material.

4) Strength similarity constant: According to the relationship between the strength constant 
and the stress similarity constant, αE = ασ = 150 is obtained.

5) Poisson’s ratio: αμ = 0.25.

TABLE 3

Physical similarity simulation experiment ratio table

serial 
number

lithological  
characteristics sand (g) Gypsum (g) calcium carbonate (g) coal ash (g)

1 Mudstone 8.667 0.375 0.583 /
2 Rock siltstone 8.583 0.250 0.833 /
3 Medium-grained sandstone 8.542 0.333 0.750 /
4 fine-grained sandstone 8.563 0.438 0.646 /
5 Sandy mudstone 8.667 0.292 0.679 /
6 Coal 4.333 0.250 0.667 4.333

3.2.2. results and analysis

The analysis of fracture evolution and fracture displacement of mining overburden rock is 
described here.

We excavated 80 mm from the 3 # coal to the model boundary at 200 mm (Corresponding to 
the actual size of 8 m, the following dimensions are actual dimensions) as a through-cut; when the 
working face is mined to 17 m, the immediate roof first collapses (fig. 3); when the working face 
advances 24 m, the immediate roof periodically collapses (fig. 4), and the main roof bends and 
sags to produce tensile fractures at both ends, but the fracture cracks do not penetrate the entire 
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rock layer, corresponding to the initial weighting of the main roof. in the process of advancing 
the working face from 24 m to 245 m, a total of 12 periodic weightings can occur (TABLE 4). 
When the 12th periodic weighting occurs at 209 m, the mass motion of the overlying strata in 
the goaf is quasi-stable, the bed separation cracks are no longer developed upward, the cavity is 
largely closed, and a relatively stable hinge structure is formed on the side of the working face. 
Most of the bed-separation cracks in the middle of the goaf have been closed.

When the working face is advancing, many oblique fracture fissures are formed on the side 
of the working face and the side of the cutting hole. in the early stage of advancement, there is an 
overbreak zone above the compaction zone. With the continuous advance of the working face, the 
cracks here are pressed down until they disappear. finally, the central compaction zone is formed, 
and the final collapse form of the overbreak zone on both sides is formed. The overbreak zone 
on both sides is the main channel for gas transportation. The development of roof cracks can be 
expressed by crack distribution density and opening degree. The macroscopic crack opening of 
the rock mass to greater than 3 mm is deemed to be the development crack. According to the 
geometric similarity ratio of the model of 1:100, any model crack with a width exceeding 0.03 mm 
is a development crack, so the macroscopically visible cracks of the model can be regarded as 
a development crack. herein, the height of the „two zones“ was analysed using the distribution 

(a) Direct roof collapse (b) advancing 17 m: roof caving form

fig. 3. After 17 m of face advance

(a) Basic roof first pressure (b) advancing 24 m: roof caving form

fig. 4. After 24 m of face advance
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of macroscopically visible fractures. it is concluded that the height of the falling zone is 17.5 m. 
The height of the overbreak zone is 48.5 m.

fig. 5. Roof caving panorama after 245 m of face advance and three zone division

3.2.3. Movement and deformation

Experimental program: The coal seam cutting eye was set at 20 cm of the model boundary to 
protect the coal pillar. To monitor the collapse of overburden rock, ten measuring lines were set 
up on one side of the model. These lines were spaced 10 cm apart, with a single measuring point 
marked on each line at a 10 cm interval. The corresponding position of each measuring point 
was also noted and marked (Arrangement depicted in fig. 6). The experimental coal seam mining 

TABLE 4

Working face periodic weighting interval statistics

Working face advancing length / m Pressing step / m
first pressure 24

The first cycle to pressure 35 11
The second cycle of pressure 52 17
The third cycle of pressure 71 19

The fourth cycle of pressure 89 18
The fifth cycle of pressure 104 15
The sixth cycle to pressure 119 15

The seventh cycle to pressure 133 14
The eighth cycle of pressure 150 17
The ninth cycle of pressure 164 14
The tenth cycle of pressure 179 15

The eleventh cycle to pressure 194 15
The twelfth cycle of pressure 209 15

The average periodic weighting step distance 15.4
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was completed several times, and the excavation was carried out once at an interval of 20 minutes. 
The characteristic parameters, such as the amount of subsidence of the measuring point that pro-
duces relative displacement and the off-seam fissure, are counted after each incoming pressure.

fig. 6. Displacement measuring point layout

fig. 7 shows the subsidence at each measuring point at different advances of the working face.

Working face advancing 35 m\71 m\104 m

Working face advancing 135 m\164 m\209 m

fig. 7. Working face advancing measured subsidence
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fig. 7 shows that the subsidence of overlying strata from bottom to top is non-linear, and 
the moves are asymmetric. Due to the different strengths and thicknesses of rock strata and the 
development of strata and joints, the movement and caving steps of each rock stratum are also 
different. As the face advances, the height of the falling zone and the height over the fault zone 
continue to progress upwards, but this remains essentially unchanged as the face advances to 
164 m. The height of the falling zone and the height over the fault zone continue to progress 
upwards as the face advances. The overlying strata (except the falling zone) undergo a continu-
ous dynamic subsidence movement process during the mining operation, and the further from 
the coal seam, the more continuous the movement process and the shape of the movement curve 
is akin to the movement of the surface point. The closer to the coal seam, the more irregular the 
settling curve is. in general, the settling curve of the upper strata is akin to the settling curve of 
the surface. The maximum settling value of the overlying rock below the falling zone is located 
at the place of weighting, while the overlying rock above the falling zone is backwards, and its 
maximum subsidence is akin to that of the middle of the surrounding rock goaf.

3.3. numerical simulation experiment research

3.3.1. establishment of numerical model

Based on an analysis of the actual conditions of 2308 working face in Licun Coal Mine, 
the discrete element program uDEC was used to simulate the evolution and stress distribution 
of overlying rock cracks under the influence of mining. When establishing the model, the pa-
rameters of the test mine are fully restored. The X axis is the mining direction of the working 
face, and the y axis is the vertical plane of the coal seam. The height of the working face model 
is 120 m, and the length of the model is 400. There are 50 m long coal pillars on both sides of 
the model. The number of grids is 1897 430, the number of nodes is 3348 130, the block in the 
model is Mohr-Coulomb model, and the contact surface is Coulomb slip model. The displace-
ment constraints were fixed around the perimeter and bottom edge of the model, and 12.0 MPa 
vertical stress was applied on the top edge to simulate the weight of the overlying rock layer, and 
the lateral pressure coefficient was taken as 1.3. The main change in subsidence during mining is 
within the vertical space, and the actual excavation length of the coal seam is 300 m. The initial 
model is shown in fig. 8.

fig. 8. uDEC numerical simulation model diagram
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3.3.2. analysis of effect

The total excavation length of the simulated working face is 300 m, which is divided into 
10 excavations. The total length of each excavation is 20 m, 30 m, 50 m, 70 m, 100 m, 130 m, 
160 m, 200 m, 240 m and 280 m respectively.

1) Roof overburden rock breaking stress analysis of working face
 fig. 9 indicates that there are light green stress concentration areas in front of the working 

face at different stages, that is, the bearing stress increases in front of the working face. 
When the mining reaches 30 m, the basic roof will break for the first time, the advance 
support pressure will reach the maximum value, the maximum stress concentration will 
be 14.35 MPa, and the maximum stress in the stress-release area of the roof and floor 
will be 0.38 MPa; when the working face is mined to 160 m, the maximum stress con-
centration is 17.15 MPa, and the maximum stress in the stress-release area of the roof 
and floor is 0.34 MPa; when the working face advances to 200 m, the stress distribution 
in the stope changes to a significant extent, and different degrees of stress release occur 
in most strata. The maximum stress concentration is 19.15 MPa, and the maximum stress 
in the stress-release area of the roof and floor is 0.31 MPa; when the model is mined to 
280 m, there is a compacted area in the goaf at 160 m behind the working face, and the 
stress as recovered to close to its original value.

(a) after 20 m of face advance (b) after 30 m of face advance

(c) after 50 m of face advance (d) after 70 m of face advance

(e) after 100 m of face advance (f) after 130 m of face advance
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(g) after 160 m of face advance (h) after 200 m of face advance

(i) after 240 m of face advance (j) after 280 m of face advance

fig. 9. Stress distribution diagram of overlying strata in goaf

2) Analysis of roof strata breaking displacement of working face
 The fracture evolution process of overlying strata in the goaf is shown in fig. 10.
 As the working face is pushed forward to 30 m, the cantilever rock beam of the immediate 

roof bends and sinks under the effect of self-weight and the load of the main roof rock 
layer, resulting in fracture cracks, but the fracture cracks do not penetrate the whole rock 
layer, and the initial pressure is applied at this time. When the working face advances to 
100 m, the direct roof of the coal seam collapses in a large area, and the collapsed rock will 
be compacted in the middle of the goaf. The rock falling on both sides of the goaf will 
expand slightly, and the overall height of the caving is close to 18.5 m. The cracks at 
the main roof then continue to develop upwards. When the working face is further ex-
cavated to 130 m, local cracks are generated at the cut hole and behind the mining face, 
and the rate of upward development of cracks above the goaf slows and decreases. The 
crack height is about 32 m, and the cracks begin to extend to the left and right sides of 
the rock mass. When the working face is excavated to 160 m, the immediate roof of the 
coal seam continues to be compacted in the middle of the goaf, the basic roof fracture 
develops upwards to about 43.5 m, and the break development pattern of the whole goaf 
is in the form on an inverted trapezoid. When the working face is excavated to 280 m, the 
fracture height on both sides of the goaf is higher than the overbreak zone height of the 
compacted area. The overall break develops forward with the direction of the coal seam, 
and the fracture is no longer developed upward. finally, the height of the overbreak zone 
is maintained at between 32 m and 43.5 m. The rock strata above the overbreak zone 
produce normal bending under the action of self-weight, and the rock mass maintains 
the original integrity and is not as liable to collapse, forming a curved subsidence zone. 
According to the above analysis, the height of the falling zone is 18.5 m, and the height 
of the overbreak zone is 43.5 m.
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3.4. In-situ microseismic monitoring

3.4.1. establishment of a microseismic system

Based on the previous theoretical analysis, numerical simulation and similar simulation, the 
microseismic monitoring system was used to analyse the changes in the movement of the roof 
overburden and breakage during the back mining process of the 2308 working face and on-site 
measurements were carried out. Sensors were arranged on either side of the working face, and 
two sensors were connected to a datalogger. Sensors are arranged approximately 30 m in front 
of the work surface, with a distance of 15 metres between adjacent sensors (fig. 11).

3.4.2. analysis of monitoring findings

By monitoring the distribution and distribution characteristics of microseismic events in 
different time periods, the spatial distribution pattern of microseismic events in the monitoring 
period is summarised.

fig. 12 shows the statistical results of the distribution range of microseismic events in the 
vertical direction of the working face in different monitoring periods. from the broken line dia-
gram, it can be seen that the upper bound of the distribution of microseismic events above the 

(a) after 20 m of face advance (b) after 30 m of face advance

(c) after 50 m of face advance (d) after 70 m of face advance

(e) after 240 m of face advance (f) after 280 m of face advance

fig. 10. fracture evolution diagram of overlying strata in goaf
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working face is 55~86 m, and the upper boundary of the dense distribution of microseismic events 
is 25~53 m. from the violin and box diagrams, the upper boundary of the area with more distribu-
tion above the top is above 60 m, which is higher than the position of the upper boundary of the 
area with a dense event distribution. from the violin diagram, the upper boundary distribution of 
more microseismic event distribution above the working face is more concentrated (in the range 
of 61~85 m). The violin diagram shows a flat state, and the upper boundary of the microseismic 
event dense area above the working face is mostly within 29~50 m. The box diagram shows that 
the upper and lower quartile distances of the upper boundary of the dense area above are 35 m 
and 42 m respectively, with a median of 38 m. The upper and lower quartile positions of the 
upper boundary of the more active areas above are 65 m and 81 m respectively, with a median 
of 73 m. According to the comprehensive monitoring data, the height of the overbreak zone is 
42.5~49.5 m, and the falling zone is 15.5~20.5 m.

fig. 11. Plan of the microseismic monitoring system

fig. 12. Longitudinal distribution of microseismic event concentration range
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3.5. comprehensive determination of ‘two zones’  
development height

Based on the derivation of the aforementioned empirical formula, numerical simulation, 
physical modelling, and in-situ microseismic monitoring experiment, it can be concluded that the 
development height of the “two zones” of the overlying strata in 2308 working face of the Licun 
Coal industry (TABLE 5, wherein the upper limit is taken as the calculated result).

TABLE 5

The 2308 working face ‘two zones’ height determination

assessment empirical 
formula

analogue 
simulation

numerical 
simulation

Microseismic 
monitoring

comprehensive 
range

height of falling zone (m) 20.4 17.5 18.5 20.5 17.5~20.5
overbreak zone height (m) 47.6 48.5 43.5 49.5 43.5~49.5

Based on the data on the “two zones” development height of the 2308 working face in Licun 
Coal Mine, the difference in the development height of the falling zone is 17.14%, and the differ-
ence in the development height of the overbreak zone is 13.79%. Therefore, the theoretical study 
of the mining overburden fissure in the 2308 working face of the Licun coal mine compares with 
the measured data on-site, and the two are in good agreement.

4. In-situ testing

4.1. layout and design of high-fracture drill holes

When arranging high-level boreholes, it is crucial to consider the number, size, and drain-
age capacity of the boreholes. Additionally, gas control in the local area of the upper corner and 
gas emission control in the entire goaf of the working face should be taken into account. in the 
range of 5 to 35 m near the return air roadway, the high and low layers of boreholes should be 
accurately arranged at different positions to achieve precise control of the gas concentration and 
flow from the top of the falling zone to the middle and lower part of the overbreak zone (at the 
vertical layer from 25 to 30 m). The borehole diameter used in this study is 203 mm, and seven 
boreholes are designed and constructed.

The parameters of the high-level long borehole arrangement are shown in TABLE 6, of 
which Boreholes 1 to 4 are low-level extraction boreholes; Boreholes 5 to 7 are high-level extrac-
tion holes arranged in the middle and lower parts of the fractured zone of the overlying strata, 
as shown in fig. 13.

4.2. effect investigation

fig. 14 allows a comparison of gas extraction effects of different hole heights in high-level 
long boreholes.

Based on the results of on-site monitoring, the average value of gas extraction concentration 
of boreholes at a height of 12-18 m from the roof of the coal seam is 8.15%, and the extraction 
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35m
30m

25m

20m
15m

10m
5m1#

14m
16m

25m
28m

30m

2#
3#

4#

5#

6#
7#

12m

18m

drilling site
coal seam roof

Aperture:203mm

fig. 13. Cross-section hole pattern

TABLE 6

Design parameters of high-level pressure relief borehole in kilometer drilling field

hole 
number

opening 
azimuth (°)

opening 
angle (°)

aperture 
(mm)

hole depth 
(m)

inside the return 
airway (m)

Distance from coal 
seam roof (m)

1 179.7 0.9

203

345 5 12
2 180.4 3.2 345 10 14
3 175.5 4.0 345 15 16
4 173.4 2.8 345 20 18
5 170.3 9.2 348 25 25
6 169.0 7.0 348 30 28
7 163.9 6.2 348 35 30

fig. 14. Comparison of extraction concentration and pure quantity at different hole heights
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concentration range varies from 6.5% to 10.7%. The average value of gas extraction quantity 
is 1.45 m3/min, and the extraction quantity varies from 1.19 m3/min to 1.87 m3/min. The average 
value of gas extraction concentration of boreholes at a height of 25-30 m from the roof of the 
coal seam is 15.15%, the average value of gas extraction quantity is 2.24 m3/min, and the range 
of gas extraction purities is 1.85 m3/min to 2.58 m3/min. The average gas extraction amount of 
a single hole is increased by 53%, and the gas extraction effect is significant, effectively reduc-
ing gas emissions in the goaf.

in summary, when the hole position is arranged within the range of 25 to 30 m in the mid-
dle and lower part of the overbreak zone, the flow and concentration of the gas extracted by the 
borehole are high, which proves that the arrangement of the high-level long borehole horizon 
in the working face is reasonable and correct. This also shows the feasibility of using the com-
bination of empirical formula, uDEC numerical simulation, laboratory similar simulation, and 
in-situ microseismic monitoring to simulate the development of the overlying strata with its ‘two 
zones’ on the mining face. The drill holes are arranged in the position of 12 m~18 m in the fallout 
zone, although the concentration of the drill holes is slightly reduced, the mixed flow rate of the 
extraction is significant, and the gas concentration in the upper corner has a very good control 
effect, and the effect of the gas management in the upper corner is obvious. During the whole 
mining period, the average gas monitoring concentration in the return airway is maintained at 
below 0.36%, and the average gas concentration in the upper corner is kept within 0.48%, which 
meets the requirements for safe mining operations, therefore, the layout idea of large-diameter 
high-level boreholes in the goaf with consideration of gas control in the upper corner is reason-
able, which also provides a reference for the design of borehole layers in gas extraction and 
control in the goaf in the future.

5. conclusion

Through research, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1) Based on the laboratory simulation and in-situ testing, the development height of the 

overlying strata falling zone in the 2308 working face of Licun Coal Mine is 17.5 
to 20.5 m, and the difference is 13.79%. The development height of the overbreak zone 
is 43.5-49.5 m, and the difference is 13.79%. The results are consistent and provide 
a reference for layer selection in high-level fracture drilling; 

2) According to the results obtained, high and low-level boreholes are arranged at different 
positions, within the range of 5 to 35 m near the return airway. The extraction borehole 
diameter is 203 mm, the depth of the borehole is 345 m, and seven boreholes are designed 
and constructed. The results show that the flow and concentration of gas extracted by 
high-level drainage holes arranged in the middle and lower parts of the overbreak zone 
of the overlying strata (within 25-30 m in the vertical layer) are high, indicating that 
it is feasible to use the comprehensive judgement method to simulate the development 
of the ‘two zones’ of the overlying strata on the fully mechanised mining face;

3) The average gas concentration in the return alley is maintained below 0.36%, the average 
gas concentration in the upper corner is controlled at 0.48% or less, and the pure amount 
of single-hole gas extraction is increased by 53% (on average). A reasonable and correct 
method to judge the development height of the “two zones” of the mining overburden in 
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the 2308 working face and to design the horizon of the high-level borehole is proposed, 
which can provide an efficient and reasonable way to solve the problem of gas overrun 
in the goaf and upper corner.
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